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joanna.ainsworth@thinkequal.org

TH NK EQUALi

 Scan the QR code below to sign up
and receive your resources:

Join nurseries across Glasgow to deliver this programme,
making the world of difference to our early years' children!

These materials, worth £240 per set, have been 
fully funded for all nurseries  across Glasgow.

Give your children the most powerful Covid-
responsive social and emotional learning

programme, driving equality, nurturing well-being,
and offering psychosocial support.

“I think it's been needed.... something like this has been needed
because quite often practitioners...  to go deeper into some of these

very important concepts, [they don’t know] how to approach them. So
to have a text that really does deal with it is a lovely springboard.” 

(Nursery Practitioner, Greater Manchester, 2023)

 
Sign up to
receive your
resources,
inclu ding:

90
Lesson
Plans

50+
Resources

5
Hours of

Digital Online
Training

22
Narrative 

Picture
Books

Weekly
Home Kits

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QnFsZQKWJ2QRvlo4SgUu8bS4Vrb1mzwB_uZBDU8yQV8/edit


self-confidence

kindness mindfulness

emotional literacy

empathy

global citizenship

perspective taking

relationship building skills

resilience

self-regulation

goal setting

problem solving

self-esteem

inclusion communication skills

critical thinking

self awareness

moral and ethical values

collaboration

peaceful conflict resolution

being an advocate for others

environmental awareness

celebration of diversity

gender equality

creativity
WEBSITE: thinkequal.org

"The planning is so easy to just be able to pick up and it's all there."
(Early Years’ teacher, UK, 2023).

Our books and resources comprehensively build 25
social skills and competencies:“I think that the staff...

are so tuned in too,
they've altered the way
that they speak to the
children… The children

are happier to talk about
how they're feeling and
what's going on in their

lives. And I think it's given
[teachers]… that

confidence” 
(Reception 

teacher, UK, 2023). 

SCOTLAND‘S CURRICULUM FOR EXCELLENCE (CfE) and THINK EQUAL
Think Equal links seamlessly with the Curriculum for Excellence: Health and Wellbeing
Scotland. The Four Capacities of the CfE are embedded into the programme facilitating
children’s learning through play in meaningful contexts to become: 

Successful Learners: develop lifelong critical, creative thinking, and problem-solving skills
Confident Individuals: empowered through positive sense of ‘self’, & holistic wellbeing
Responsible Citizens: supported in becoming agentic, responsible transformers of society
Effective Contributors: provided with tools to manage feelings, take responsibility for and
ownership of actions and impact.

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES:
To  place inclusivity, equality and diversity at the centre of learning
- To build prosocial brains
- To tackle violence, abuse and antisocial behaviour at its root cause
- To support wellbeing and development: for mental wellbeing & positive life outcomes
- To resource teachers and practitioners with the tangible tools to embed foundational social
and emotional skills.

"The quality of the books is just so good and they're so cross-cultural and the
children can identify with them... I think that it is just absolutely fantastic."

(Teacher, UK 2023)


